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Seymour Island, located at nearly 65°S on the northeast tip of
the Antarctic Peninsula, is one of the few ice-free islands in
Antarctica. Although the island is free of ice, typical periglacial
features such as pattern grounds or solifluction lobes associated
with high-latitude snow-free regions are absent. The absence of
periglacial features is believed to be the result, in part, to the
porous unconsolidated nature of the Upper Cretaceous-Lower
Tertiary sediments that form the island. The extremely porous
nature of the rocks enables melt water to drain away quickly
during the warm summer months resulting in a dry, loosely
consolidated surface. The primary erosional process operating
on the island is summer runoff. The unconsolidated nature of
the rocks allows for rapid downcutting of stream channels by
summer runoff. As a consequence, a badland topography typ-
ical of arid regions of lower latitudes has developed on Seymour
Island. In addition to the rapid erosion due to runoff, wind
erosion and deflation also play important roles in modifying the'
surface of the island. The absence of vegetation and the soft
nature of the sediments intensifies the erosional effects of
winds during and after storms.

One unusual periglacial feature that has developed on
Seymour Island is semipermanent deposits (referred to here as
"cryoeolianites," frozen, wind-blown sediments) and associ-
ated features developed in these deposits. The process that
forms cryoeolianites is the result of a combination of climatic
factors acting on the unconsolidated rocks that form the island
and is initiated by the down cutting of a relatively deep, steep
side stream channel. The steep protected side of the stream
allows for the accumulation of large snow drifts during storms.
Subsequent runoff from the melting snows quickly undercuts
the drifts forming small snow caves and bridges. In most in-
stances, the underoltting and the melting quickly destroys the
drift, except along those streams which trend in a northwest-
southeast direction. These streams receive only a limited period
of direct sunlight during the day and as a consequence, melting
of the drift is greatly slowed.

Storms along the east side of the Antarctic Peninsula are
usually followed by several days of strong southeasterly winds.
These winds quickly remove the snow from exposed areas and
dry the underlying sediments. After the snow cover has been
removed, the unconsolidated sediments on the surface are
blown across the island by these winds. Because of the large
quantities of loose sediments, local dust storms frequently de-
velop during these post-storm winds. These wind-blown sedi-
ments tend to collect on the wet moist surface of the snow drifts
along the protected stream channels. During the 1981-1982
season, wet sediment layers several centimeters in thickness
were observed on the surface of a number of snow drifts and in
some instances, the sediment cover completely concealed the
snow drift.

The dark color of the sediments on the surface accelerates the
melting of the drifts. Because of the protected location of these
drifts along steep northwest-southeast stream channels, the
muddy melt water freezes at night into a dense mass of sedi-
ment-ladened ice. With each storm, these cryoeolianitic depos-
its gradually grow and form solid dam-like structures across
these streams. In some instances, these frozen sediment mass-
es will fill the entire channel for several hundred meters along
the course of the stream. One of the sediment dams on the
south side of Cross Valley completely conceals the existence of a
moderately large stream channnel that drains a large area (fig-
ures 1 and 2). Because the sediment in the cryoeolianitic depos-
its is the same as surrounding sedimentary rocks, the only
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Figure 1. (A) Aerial view facing east of a large cryoeolianite deposit
at mouth of small stream (white arrow) on the south side of Cross
Valley. (Note the presence of a cave at the base of deposit. Close-up
of cave is shown in figure 3). (B) Aerial view of same deposit facing
west. Note small cave at base of the deposit. The white "X" near the
right side of B marks the location where the photo used in figure 3
was taken.
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Figure 2. Aerial view of two cryoeolianite deposits developed in the sandy siltstones of the Upper Cretaceous 1 kilometer south of Cross Valley.
The arrow denoting deposit B shows the linear extent to which these types of deposits can develop.

indication of the existence of a large stream behind the deposits
is the presence of a cryoeolianite cave at the base of the dam
(figure 3).

Cryoeolianite caves at the base of the deposits play an impor-
tant role in maintaining cryoeolianitic structures. Runoff from
melting snow in the drainage basin behind the deposits, flows
through the caves and as a consequence does not significantly
erode the deposits. The cryoeolianite caves vary considerably in
size and shape with some attaining a height of 2 meters. The
frequent periods of runoff during the summer maintain these
caves. During exceptionally warm periods, these caves may
enlarge until portions of the roof collapse. Once the roof col-
lapses, the process of filling the collapsed region of the cave
begins immediately with the next storm. Although no long-
term studies have been done on cryoeolianite deposits, it is
believed that they are relatively permanent. The only controll-
ing factor that seems to govern the length of time these dams
exist is the steepness of the stream channel. Once the steep
slopes have been reduced by erosion, it is believed that the
cryoeolianitic deposit will cease to form. This appears to be
supported by the fact that cryoeolianitic deposits do not seem to
develop along northwest-southeast stream channels with gent-
ly sloping sides.
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Figure 3. Close-up view of the cryoeolianhte deposit illustrated in
figure 1. White arrows denote the contact of the deposit with the
stream banks. "C" marks the location of the cryoeollanitic cave
which allows drainage of melt water runoff during the summer.
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